2006 toyota sienna

If you want luxury in your family hauler, the Toyota Sienna has your number. With tons of
innovative features and even more available options, this Toyota minivan is one of our top
recommendations in its segment. At the end of its model run, the first-generation Toyota Sienna
was showing signs of age. Compared to the competition, it was smaller and less functional on
the inside, and down on power. The Odyssey had been virtually unbeatable in the minivan
category since its groundbreaking redesign, and Toyota was intent on claiming a larger share of
this lucrative family vehicle segment. With the introduction of the all-new Sienna, Toyota made
its move. Today's Sienna is larger, more powerful and more refined than the first generation -three attributes that help it compete against other popular minivans. With the redesign, the
Sienna also picked up some key family-friendly features. One major attraction is its fold-flat
third-row seat. With both sections folded, the Sienna's cargo area is large enough to handle a
sheet of plywood laid flat on the floor. The Toyota Sienna is available in either seven- or
eight-passenger configuration. Sometimes it's the little things that make a big difference, and
the Toyota minivan is full of thoughtful touches. The driver has a strategically placed mirror
that, much like on a school bus, provides a clear view of the rear-seat passengers. Additionally,
there are numerous storage compartments, cargo hooks and plenty of cupholders to prevent
personal belongings from inadvertently traveling around the cabin. In a world full of sport-utility
vehicles, minivans are still the best choice for family transportation, and the Toyota Sienna is
clearly one of the category front-runners. The CE includes ABS, a rear air conditioner, CD
player, telescoping steering wheel, dual-sliding doors with power windows and keyless entry.
The LE adds driver lumbar, cruise control, heated power mirrors, privacy glass, a roof rack and
a fold-flat front-passenger seat -- most of this is optional on the CE. The XLE includes alloy
wheels, power-sliding doors, a power liftgate, auto headlamps, tri-zone automatic climate
control, power-adjustable front seats and a removable center console. The XLE Limited trim
level gets larger inch wheels, rear disc brakes, stability control, adaptive cruise control, a
moonroof, leather upholstery, heated front seats, a CD changer, a park-assist system and rear
window shades. All-wheel-drive models automatically receive inch wheels, run-flat tires,
stability control and upgraded brakes. Options include a rear-seat entertainment system,
navigation system and power-folding third-row seat. The Toyota Sienna benefits from a smooth
3. The AWD system requires no driver intervention -- if a wheel begins to slip, power is
automatically transferred to the wheels with more grip. Antilock brakes are standard across the
line. Standard airbag protection includes seat-mounted side airbags for front occupants and
side curtain airbags that cover all three rows. In government crash testing, the Toyota Sienna
earned perfect five-star ratings for side-impact protection along with four-star ratings for
frontal-impact protection. The V6 is quite powerful when cruising around the suburbs, and
especially when merging onto the freeway. Though the ride is supremely plush, overall handling
isn't quite up to the sporty level of the Odyssey. The Sienna's interior is swathed in high-quality
fabric on lower trim levels and leather and faux wood on high-end models. Most controls are
simple to use, and storage space is abundant. Seven-passenger vans allow owners to push the
second-row captain's chairs together to create a bench seat, though the setup isn't as
user-friendly as the Odyssey's. The Toyota Sienna provides cubic feet of cargo capacity -second only to the Chrysler minivans. Available styles include LE 7-Passenger 4dr Minivan 3.
Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Toyota Sienna. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota Sienna lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. A bit too much
lean in the corners, seat comfort and noise isolation could be better, expensive option
packages. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. The Toyota Sienna receives more standard equipment for Most importantly,
the formerly optional front side-impact airbags and three-row head-protecting side curtain
airbags are standard on all Siennas this year. In addition, all Siennas receive a new grille,
headlamps, foglamps and taillamp clusters. Finally, revised SAE testing procedures have
dropped the van's stated horsepower rating from to Read more. Write a review See all reviews.

It took me nine months of research before buying my van new. I got a great deal and I have
never regretted my decision. My van now has over , miles on it and I have never broke down
anywhere! I can only hope and pray that the next vehicle I purchase will be as reliable! Read
less. Daniel S. This van does everything I've ever asked it to do; and with grace and poise. I had
no trouble on the roads nor in hilly unplowed parking lots. The Sienna also works well as a
car-camper: roll up the back seats, inflate an air mattress and go to sleep! And it isn't a bore to
drive. But, the V6 accelerates confedently in traffic and it can haul a full load of adults through
the mountains at or above the speed limit at normal revs. It goes where you point it. And, brakes
without drama. Maintenance has consisted of changing the oil and changing and rotating the
tires. I have a great deal of appreciation for this vehicle and the people who designed it. GREAT
vehicle. I'd buy another. Best van I've ever purchased! This van has been a fantastic vehicle for
almost seven years, ferrying our family from the Atlantic to the Pacific without fail. The 3. In
thirty years of owning vehicles, both domestic and imported, the Sienna has been the most
trouble-free of all of them. I love driving. Always have. Ultimately, the combo of power folding
mirrors, gated shifting, sunroof and no run-flats was what sold me. Not passion. I just needed
those things to be content. It was a total surprise to realize this rig is a great driver. You have to
shift it manually to really use the transmission best, both for accelleration and braking but
carving HWY 1 in rural Marin County is a blast. Still quite stunning. We also bought a newer
Sienna Limited. I think I still like the '06 better. In hindsight, the seats are better, acceleration
feels matched and the van at this high mileage is still in rattle-y compared to the which has low
grade rattles all over. We agree. A very solid automobile. I've never owned anything with this
many miles and I still trust it implicitly. A testimony that the Sienna is a sold investment. We
now have the Sienna with , miles and still strong as a horse and used like a mule a luxury mule.
And now we've added a Nissan NV V8 High-Roof van, which is certainly no Miata but it's fun in
its own way- and it's a great rig as well. See all reviews of the Used Toyota Sienna. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Sienna. Sign
Up. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Responded promptly
to my inquiry and provided me with pictures and even followed up again to see if there were any
other questions or assistance to be provided. They didn't even ask if I was out of state, which I
am. I had a boat load of questions, but now I don't want to do business. Salespeople were not
professional, the car was not clean, the damage on it is not disclosed in the website, The
vehicle is very overpriced, and the sales experience was just underwhelming. They clearly were
not interested in selling. They were quick on their response to my email inquiry. They offered
lots of photos answered questions sent a video tour of the vehicle. Quick response time.
Vehicle sold before I could see it. They notified me immediately. Very nice on the phone We
didnt get a chance to go test dive the vehicle however. The Toyota Sienna saw mostly cosmetic
changes for the model year, including a front end facelift, and various interior changes across
the trims. The CE is extremely bare-bones, offering only the most basic features, with the XLE
Limited coming fully-loaded with plenty of high-end amenities. Across the board, the engine is a
3. Fans of the Toyota Sienna like that it handles more like a car than a van. They also appreciate
the cargo space, seating configurations, and availability of 4WD. The most common complaint
is that adding options can cause the price of the van to rise dramatically. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Email me
price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Negotiable , mi. Request Information. Read more. VIP Auto Group. Pricewise Auto
Sales. Very reliable. Parts never break. I have minim k before I sale, Two of them that I own. The
features of the Sienna Limited edition is great, we love it. We know the Sienna van is a great
built vehicle because we owned the Sienna, and we put , miles before it went out. Why Use
CarGurus? Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This vehicle is sold in
AS-IS condition, with no warranty or guarantee either expressed or implied. You will pay all
costs for any repairs. The dealer assumes no responsibility or liability in connection with the
sale of this vehicle. Sunroof, Leather Interior, Heated Seats. Shopping online for a pre-owned
vehicle is easier than ever. To stay competitive in this growing and changing market, we use
advanced technologies to accurately place our cars below other dealers prices. This allows us

to provide a fair no haggle experience for our customers. Available at Apple-Subaru. Call to
schedule a test drive today! View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look forward to
hearing from you! Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to
prior acquisition. All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without notice.
Visit dealer for most current information. Due to the high demand for our individually selected
vehicle inventory, there may be times that an individual vehicle is no longer available at the time
you arrive at the Dealership. This is due to a time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual
sale and delivery and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned
vehicles is an evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may still not be available for a
variety of reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting
title and ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should
contact the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you
qualify for. Come experience a new level of competitive pricing and full transparency. The
following items have been reconditioned on this vehicle: new brakes and new battery! Best of
all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this
price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details.
Some restrictions apply. The quintessential Toyota -- This Toyota Sienna LE speaks volumes
about its owner, about uncompromising individuality, a passion for driving and standards far
above the ordinary. You can finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking
for. Your dream car. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply
these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Motivated
by a 3. Our Front Wheel Drive Sienna can earn you up to 26mpg on the open road. Our CE will
seat up to seven people and still has a nice amount of cargo space left behind the 3rd row.
Settle into the comfortable cloth seating and admire the numerous cup holders, power sliding
rear doors, and many more creature comforts you have come to expect from Toyota. Toyota has
a reputation for reliability, style, and safety. Crafted with superb equipment and waiting for a
new driveway to call home, this Toyota won't last long on our lot! Print this page and call us
Now This model will have plenty of room to safely transport your kids to the next ballgame or
family outing. It could be our varied and accommodating selection of new Nissan models,
including the much-loved Nissan Altima, Maxima, Sentra, Murano and Pathfinder. Perhaps it's
our equally vast range of high-quality, Nissan of Clovis-approved used cars. Fuel economy
calculations based on original manufacturer data for trim engine configuration. Please confirm
the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. Recent Arrival! Looking
for a full size van? This Toyota Sienna is fully serviced and runs great! Check out the rest of our
inventory at This spacious mini van is ready for your family's next road trip. All cars are
pre-owned and sold 'As Is' and are available for a pre-purchase inspection. Financing and rate
subject to lenders terms. Errors and Omissions Disclaimer: Our dealership is not responsible
for voided factory warranties. Dealer is not responsible for any option listed in the ad. Please
verify the options at the time of purchase. Ads are placed by decoding VIN numbers and some
options may get automatically selected. No intention of misleading the customer. We do
trade-Ins, provide financing and offer extended vehicle warranties on most vehicles. Post
purchase, the vehicles go through a step by step procedure in order to attain the finest quality.
Our vehicles are sent for mechanical inspection and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles
passed the Virginia Safety Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come
into our inventory they are detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard
work put into our vehicles we finally put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully
satisfied. Service Contracts are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the
vehicle to any certified mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the
Service contract for up to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage options are also
available, please consult with a sales representative for additional information. Service
contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are
looking to purchase. Service contracts are an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help
to protect your future investment. Call us for further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are
for cash transaction only. For financing vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to
change as they do not includes any finance charges. Upon loan application submission, our
JDM Auto team will work persistently towards an approval. Call for Full Details. We will
represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but are not responsible for human error.
Service contract is available for purchase at the time of sale. Dealership is not responsible for
misprints on prices or equipment. Finding the right used car can create some real headaches
when mileage is a factor. It has never been in a wreck nor had any body work done to it at all.
We know the importance of a powerful engine for those tough jobs. Under the hood of this van
rests a fuel efficient 3. You will love the feel of the sports tuned suspension as you cruise

gracefully through even the toughest of twists and turns. Have fun enjoying the great outdoors
with this off-road suspension. The top of the line luxury package will completely surround you
in both comfort and class. Completely free of any door dings or scratches, you will have a hard
time telling this one from new. The interior of this ride is nothing less than perfect and is a sign
of the excellent care and attention that this van has seen since it was new. Buy from us with full
confidence. Each vehicle that we sell comes with not only our assurance of satisfaction but is
also guaranteed to have a clean title history by CARFAX. Be sure to ask us about our optional
extended warranty packages that are available and at very affordable prices. Come swing by
today and check out this great deal, we are only minutes from Beallsville! Runs great and drives
like new. Hard-to-find model! Well maintained. Perfect family vehicle. Perfect first car! Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 2, Engine Type Gas 2, Hybrid Cylinders 6 cylinders 2,
4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings with recent
price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. It took me nine months of research before buying my van new. I got a
great deal and I have never regretted my decision. My van now has over , miles on it and I have
never broke down anywhere! I can only hope and pray that the next vehicle I purchase will be as
reliable! Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
pathfinder charging
intrepid location
jeep ignition switch replacement
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

